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CHANGES IN RESPONSIVENESS OF RAT RACHEAL EPITHELIAL CELLS TO

GROWTH FACTORS DURING PRENEOPLASTIC TRANSFORMATION IN CELL CULTURE

Abstract __ Preneoplastic rt trachpal epithelial

(R2'E) Coll lines require fewer growth factors for PRINCrPAL rNVESTIGATORS

clonal proliferation in culture than normal cells. D. C. Thomassen

Serum free media missing various combinations of

growth factors (e.g., cholera toxin, serum albumin, epidermal growth factor, hydrocortisone)

required for proliferation of normal, but not preneoplastic, RrE cells can be used to select for

carcinogen-induced preneoplastic variants having an Increased proliferative potential in clture.

These rsults suggest that reductions in growth factor requirements are primary events in the

carcinogenic process.

lo understand factors that influence the etiology and pathogenesis of respiratory tract

cancer, model systems have been developed using tracheal epithelium as te trget tissue. A

serum-free culture system has previously been described for the proliferation of rat tracheal

epithelial (RIE) cells in culture.1 lhe RE cell system provides an opportunity to investigate

specific growth factor requirements of normal, preneoplastic and neoplastic cells and to determine

the role(s) of specific factors in the control of cell proliferation and in the induction and/or

modulation of differentiation and transformation.

Previous studies2 have characterized the responsiveness of normal and preneoplastic RTE cells

to growth factors by deleting individual factors and combinations of factors from the serum-free

medium used for culturing normal RIE cells. Preneoplastic RIE cell lines were shown to require

fewer growth factors for proliferation in culture than normal RTE cells. The purpose of te

studies described here is to determine if serum-free media permissive for the proliferation of

preneoplastic cell lines, but not normal RTE cells, can be used to select for carcinogen-altered

cells.

METHODS

RIE cells were obtained as previously described from the tracheas of 7- to 9-wk old male

F344/N rats produced at the Institute. Cells were plated in a serum-free medium permissive for

the proliferation of normal RlE c e 1 1 sand were exposed to the direct-acting carcinogen

N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), also as previously described., Four days after

plating, sets of cultures were refed with different serum-free media (lable 1) permissive for the

proliferation of preneoplastic RIE cell lines, but not for normal ME cells.2 lhree dishes from

each treatment group were refed with complete serum-free medium, and were fixed and stained after

10 days to determine te fraction of plated cells tat survived treatment and formed colonies.

Five weeks after plating, te remaining cultures were fixed and stained, and were scored according

to two criteria. First, te total number of colonies per dish was determined and compared to the

number of colonies observed i n the corresponding control cultures 2 A after exposure to

carcinogen. Second, the size of individual colonies in carcinogen-exposed and control cultures

was measured, and the fraction of colonies greater than a minimal size of 1.5 mm in diameter was

determined.
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Table I

Relative Colony-Forming Efficiency in Serum-Free Media

Permissive for Proliferation of Normal RTE Cells,

for Preneoplastic Variants of RIE Cells, or for Both

Factors Deleted a ?_Ceneo lastic Variants b Normal RTE Cells

None 1.00 1.00

CT/BSA 0.63 -L 0.11 <0.02

EGF/BSA 0.57 009 <0.02

CT/EGF 1.00 'L 0.10 <0.02

EGF/HC 0.92 -L 0.08 0.04 7L 0.01

CT/EGF/HC 0.56 - 016 < 002

aSerum-free medium Ham's F12, bovine pituitary extract,
bovine serum albumin (BSA), cholera toxin C, epidermal
growth factor (EGF), hydrocortisone (HC), insulin.

bAverage of 4 variant cell lines.

RESULTS

lo determine if exposure of RIE cells to MNNG induces variants requiring fewer growth factors

for proliferation, normal RTE cells were exposed to an 85% cytotoxic dose of MNNG (0.18 ig/mL) and

were selected with various serum-free media previously shown to be permissive for proliferation of

preneoplastic RTE cell lines, but not for normal RlE cells able 1). Serum-free media that

support clonal proliferation of preneoplastic, but not normal, RIE cells differed in teir

stringencies as selective media against normal RTE cells (Fig. 1). The fraction of the original

colony-forming cells present in cultures 2 wk after treatment tat remained during 5 wk of

selection in the different media differed according to the medium used. However, exposure of RIE

cells to MNNG did not affect te fraction of cells able to survive and form colonies in the

different media. The average ratio of te fraction of original colonies remaining after w of

selection in treated vs. control cultures was 1.1 04 (i ± SE).

The size of colonies surviving in the different media was used as an indicator of

proliferative potential. When cultures were maintained in serum-free medium containing all growth

factors (Fig. 2 no differences were observed in te proliferative potential of MNNG-treated

cells compared to cells in untreated controls. In contrast, exposure of RIE cells to MNNG

increased the proliferative potential of colony-forming cells in each of te selective media

(Fig. 2 The fraction of total colonies > .5 mm in diameter in MNNG-treated vs. control

cultures ranged from an increase of 1.8-fold to > 14-fold (average 42).

DISCUSSION

Compared to normal cells, preneoplastic RlE cells require fewer growth factors for

proliferation in culture. The data presented here suggest that these reduced growth factor

requirements are early events in RlE cell carcinogenesis, not secondary events occurring after te

initial development of MNNG-induced variants. RIE cells exposed to MNNG exhibited an increased

proliferative potential, compared to normal cells, when selected directly in serum-free media

permissive for proliferation of preneoplastic cell lines, but not for normal cells. These data

suggest that serum-free media permissive for proliferation of preneoplastic, but not ormal, cells

can be used to select for carcinogen-altered cells.
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In vivo, cell proliferation and differentiation are regulated by a balance of intracellular

and extracellular factors ad signals. Cells capable of proliferation in response to injury or

during normal tissue turnover must remain in a nonproliferative state at all other times. During

the development of cancer, cells escape from normal growth control and divide at inappropriate

times or with inappropriate frequency. Culture conditions capable of maintaining normal cells in

a nonproliferative but viable state (Fig. 1), but which allow altered c e I I s to proliferate

(Fig. 2 may represent, most closely, the in vivo environment in which tumors are initiated and

develop. Further characterization of the proliferative potential and growth factor requirements

of c e I I ssurviving selection in both the carcinogen-treated and control cultures described in

these experiments will provide information useful for understanding regulation of normal cell

proliferation and terminal differentiation and the alterations that occur in regulation processes

during carcinogenesis. Identification of the role of specific changes in growth factor

requirements in early stages of carcinogenesis and te basis for these changes remain to be

determined.
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